ABSTRACT. For an algebra~=(A; F) and for n~2, let P.. (!) denote the number of essentially n-ary polynomials of~. J. Dudek has shown that if~is an idempotent and nonassociative groupoid then p,,(~}~n for all n>2. In this paper this result is improved for the commutative case to show that for such groupoids~, P..
1. Introduction. Let 2{ = (A; 0) be a groupoid, that is, A is a nonvoid set and 0 is a binary operation on A. Functions composed from Xu, ••• , X,,-l using 0 are called n-ary polynomials; an n-ary polynomial is essentially n-ary if it depends on all n variables. For n~2 let p,,(2{) denote the number of essentially n-ary polynomials.
J. Dudek (I] proved that p,,(2{)~n in any idempotent groupoid other than the semilattice and the diagonal algebra. Idempotent groupoids with p,,(2{) =n are given in J. Plonka (S] ; these are necessarily noncommutative.
In this paper we investigate p,,(2{) for idempotent and commutative groupoids. If, in addition, 0 is also associative, then p,,(2{) = 1 for all n~2 (and 2{ is a semilattice). Therefore, to get something interesting we have to assume that 2{ is nonassociative. To provide an example, let (G; +) be an abelian group satisfying 3x=O and define (1) x 0 y=2x+2y.
Then ®= (G; 0) is an idempotent, commutative, and nonassociative groupoid, and
Our main result states that this number is minimal, and equality is achieved only by the groupoid given in this example.
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In §2 we prove that p,,(®) is a lower*bound for any p,, (2!) . Group* oids in which equality is attained are described in §3.
An application of these results is given in §4.
NOTATION. We use the standard notation, see [2] . For an algebra 2! let P ,,(2!) denote the set of essentially n*ary polynomials of 2!. As in [4] , for a groupoid 2!=(A; 0) and for PEP,,(2!) we define
Forn~2letq" denote the number H2"-( -I)"). We note that the q" satisfiy the following two recursive relations: [6] ) and pairwise distinct (the equality of any two would imply the associativity of 0) we obtain Pa(2!)~qa.
Assume that pm(2!)~qm has been proved for all m <n, where n is an integer~4. By Lemmas 3 and 4 of [4] (7) P"_lM"_2 C P",
(P,,-2S,,-l) S"_2 r;;;;p' " (11) I(P,,_2S,,_2)S,,_11 = I(P,,-2S,,_l)S,,_2! = IP,,-21·
The subsets of P" given in (7), (9), and (10) are pairwise disjoint.
Indeed, if (12) PE (P"-2S"-2)S"_l(\ (P,,-2Sn_l)S,,_2,
Thus X n -2 and X,,-l are symmetric in p, implying thatp satisfies (12), a contradiction. The sets given in (7) and (10) are disjoint for the same reason. Hence, by (8) and (11),
p,,(21)~p"-l(21)+2P"_2(2!).
Since Pn-l(2!)~q"-l and P"-2~q"-2' (6) and (13) yield p,,(2!)~q.., completing the proof of Theorem 1.
3. Idempotent reduct of groups. Let (G; +) be an abelian group of exponent 3. The groupoid ®= (G; 0), where 0 is defined by (1) is called the idempotent reduct of (G; +). This terminology is justified by the following result of J. Plonka [7] : the polynomials of ® are exactly the idempotent polynomials of (G; +).
Hence, P n (®) consists of all functions of the form
A simple computation (which is used in verifying this statement) shows that a polynomial given in this form belongs to P n - 1 
Thus, in view of the results of the last section,
Since P2(®) = 1, Ps(®) = 3, (6) and (14) yield Pn(®) = qn. 
As noted above, /l = f 4 and /l = fe both imply associativity. Since P3(~) =3, and so P3(~) = {fl' 12, fa}, we conclude thatfl =f5, which is (19).
It is proved in [9J that if 0 is commutative, idempotent, and nonassociative, then P4(~)~5, and
where the five polynomials listed are all distinct. Since we assumed that P4(~) =5 we obtain equality in (21). Therefore (y 0 z) 0 (x 0 t) must equal one of these five polynomials; it cannot equal any of the first four because they cannot be symmetric in y, z and in x, t. Thus follows (20). Now fix an elementeEA and define If 0 is associative, then we apply an inequality of [4] :
From the proof of Theorem 3 we get a corollary that the identities (15), (19) and (20) together with the commutative and idempotent laws form an equationally complete set; this was proved by S. O. Aliev (Algebra i Logika Sem. 5 (1966), [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . To see this observe that any such groupoid arises from an abelian group of exponent 3 and that every word in the basic groupoid operation is a word in the group operation (by property (1)). Since it is well known that any such group is equationally complete, the result follows immediately.
Using arguments similar to the ones in the proof of Theorem 3 one can show that~= (A ; 0) arises out of a commutative Moufang loop of exponent 3 if we just demand that Pn (~) = qn for n = 2, 3. Since such a loop need not be a group, our theorem cannot be strengthened by omiting the assumption P4(~) =q4.
